
COUPLER SET FOR GREASE GUN
Other Tools / Grease Gun

Reduce grease waste!
Coupler set for lock couplers (JAE915)!

Comfortable work by preventing 
grease leakage with suitable couplers.
Four types of dedicated couplers are 
for lubricating locations such as sealed 
bearings and automotive spark plugs. 

Dedicated couplers for
specific lubrication locations

4 couplers are shaped for lock 
coupler (JAE915) or lock coupler 
(long type)(JAE915L).
Install and remove easily by 
inserting and lock to the edge. 

Easy installation on lock coupler

Reach grease nipples in secluded 
locations by using long type coupler. 
Install and remove efficiently by one 
action. 

Easy access to grease
nipples in secluded locations

Prevent grease leakage by lubricating certainly
with dedicated couplers depending on the location.
*Exclusive for lock coupler (JAE915) and lock coupler (long type).

Plastic case
（W208×D151×H50）

▼g MSRP
Lock coupler (long)
Injector needle coupler
Narrow needle coupler
Seal off dispenser coupler
Angle coupler
Plastic case

JAE915L
JAE915-IN
JAE915-NN
JAE915-SD
JAE915-AC

479 1 ¥ 14,000No.JAE5K

COUPLER SET FOR GREASE GUN

・Set of 4 couplers for lock coupler (JAE915) and lock coupler (long type)(JAE915L).
・Prevent grease leakage with four different shaped  couplers match the lubrication
 parts.
・Lubricate grease nipples located deep inside the machine with lock coupler
 (long type). Only single action is needed for locking/unlocking of grease nipple.
・With a plastic case locking coupler (JAE915) can be put.



One set of long lock coupler and 4 couplers suit for lubricating locations.

・Coupler for cordless grease gun (JAE911).
・A single action secured/unsecured grease nipple.

MSRP
JAE915L
JAE915-IN
JAE915-NN
JAE915-SD
JAE915-AC

¥ 8,000
¥ 1,400
¥ 1,500
¥ 1,540
¥ 2,150

No. Description
Lock coupler (long)
Injector needle coupler
Narrow needle coupler
Seal off dispenser coupler
Angle coupler

159
4
24
23
34

1
1
1
1
1

Spare part

▼kg MSRP
JTAE911 3.5 ¥ 63,300
No.

1
Type
Input voltage
Applicable grease
Discharge capacity
Maximum discharge pressure
Attached nozzle
Work per charge (approximate)
Ambient operating temperature

Cordless Rechargeable Electric Grease Gun
18V DC
Cartridge grease (bellows type) NLGI No.1-2 (400g)
70±5g/min (at 20°C and fully charged)
40MPa
Flexible nozzle (750mm)
Approx. 7 cartridge greases (bellows type)
0～50℃

●All sizes on this leaflet are indicated as millimeter unless mentioned.
●There might be size differences between those mentioned on this leaflet and the actual products but they are under our specification.
●Product design might be changed for the improvement.
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▼g

▼g

MSRP
JAE915 100

Screw Size
NPT1/8"-27 ¥ 6,190

No.
1

【Contents】
Body (JAE911) x 1, Nozzle conversion adapter x 1, Flexible nozzle x 1,
Battery pack (JBE1820G) x 1, Battery charger (JHE180G) x 1, Power cord x 1,
Plastic case x 1

CORDLESS GREASE GUN SET
CORDLESS GREASE GUN SET

LOCK COUPLER
LOCK COUPLER

Plastic case
（W645×D303×H128）

No.JAE915-AC
ANGLE COUPLER

For lubricating universal
joints.

Dedicated storage space for lock coupler (JAE915)

For grease nipples located in deep places
that are difficult to reach before.
No.JAE915L
LOCK COUPLER(LONG)

For lubricating narrow and deep
areas such as sealed bearings and
machine joints.
No.JAE915-IN
INJECTOR NEEDLE COUPLER

For lubricating road bike
binding pedals.
No.JAE915-NN
NARROW NEEDLE COUPLER

For lubricating automobile spark plugs
Rounded tip prevents scratching.
No.JAE915-SD
SEAL OFF DISPENSE COUPLER

*Screw size:
 NPT1/8"-27 thread
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